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Musical responses to the COVID-19 pandemic year of 2020 range from parodies
of existing popular tunes with revised words (Mandell, 2020) covering the early
months of lockdown with its home schooling, social distancing, hygiene advice,
quarantine and restrictions to movement. Artists responded to these restrictions
in a variety of ways: online videoed performances; classical dancers at home
dancing to classical music (Asprou, 2020); scientists translating the virus into
melody (Reuters Staff, 2020); new popular songs (Fekadu, 2020); and new
classical music (ABC, 2020). ‘Time’, one song from a set of four Modern
Folksong for unaccompanied solo voice, composed in September 2020 during
the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic, fits into the last response category. No
live performance has taken place, and the songs are to be posted online, joining
these other musical responses to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Modern Folksong set reflects the experience of living through the lockdown
of the COVID pandemic in Sydney, Australia, where the composer, Diana Blom,
lives. Lockdown was a time of unhappiness, isolation, loneliness, sorrow, illness
and death for many. For performing artists, it was a time when live performance
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could not take place, with the performing arts possibly the industry most hard
hit by the pandemic lockdowns. Hanrahan, the tenor, spent much of 2020
teaching singing at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, outside his institution in
a courtyard, not a voice studio. But for other creative artists not engaged in live
performing, 2020 was a period of reflection, a time to get work done, to write, to
engage in big thinking and new ideas.

The four song texts of Modern Folksong were chosen from 2020 writings to
capture this period of reflection and a range of moods from different writers.
Bani McSpedden’s The COVIDIC Verses ‘The Good News’, a verse set,
published in a Sydney newspaper, uses humour to tell of the realisation of
missing friends, finding some have been neglected, reviewing one’s own soul
and its neglect in favour of material things yet with now a chance to “wipe the
slate clean” (2020). Juan Salazar’s text on Antarctica engages in big thinking,
imaging how the five cities closely connected to Antarctica might come to
embody values associated with Antarctica – ‘global co-operation, scientific
research, ecological conservation’ – and in turn become ‘global custodians’ of
the South Polar region. Robyn Boyce’s poem ‘Forgotten Fire’ (2020) reflects on
how the horrors of, and recovery from, recent Australian bushfires have been
swept aside in the news by the blanket of COVID-19 – ‘time warps and action
ceases. The tapestry falls inwards as we spoilers lock down’.

The song, ‘Time’, draws on ideas in Christos Tsiolkas’ essay published in a
Sydney newspaper, ‘The demise of certainty’ (Tsiolkas, 2020), and talks of how
our sense of time has been altered with old arguments seeming ‘ephemeral and
unimportant’ in the age of COVID. The music of ‘Time’ is reflective, thoughtful
and conversational in style, which suits solo voice. Not a rollicking repeated
stanza folk text but drawing the freer, reflective folksong tradition for solo voice
into classical music as a meditation on our sense of now, during lockdown.
There is a marriage between text, music and rhythmic figures and shapes. The
triadic motives wander up and down as thought bubbles, with major to minor
modal shifts catching different reflections like a mirror – ‘evanescent,
unimportant – not bad, not always good’ – and chromatic harmonic colouring
seeking to capture different experiences of time. The rhythm moves faster as
thoughts tumble out, slowing down when considering what’s been said. The
rhythm relaxes when time is flexible and pushes forward when clock time is
‘driving daylight forward’. Music and text join together to flicker back and forth
as the writer ruminates on changing perspectives of time in the restricted
environment of a lockdown.

The title Modern Folksong was chosen because solo voice is what folk singing is
about but also because the texts tell stories of our time. So, is ‘Time’ a modern
folksong? For Graeme Smith (2015) the Australian folk music movement:

“…promotes a wide variety of popular and vernacular musics,
[yet] it still holds to an idea of a central core of a founding,
fundamental folk music in Australia. This core is a body of
songs understood as created by rural workers and white
settlers in the nineteenth century, reflecting and
documenting the lives of convicts, gold miners, shearers and
the like” (p. 218-219)



Yet in his article on folksong definitions, Amann (1955) supports Smith’s broader
view of what folk music is, that is:

… any song in any age was the product of an individual
author with some poetic gift and sense for form … The social
class from which an author came is unimportant (p. 102).

He finds anonymity of authorship is not required for a folksong. In terms of
longevity of the song:

any song which caught the fancy of the people (people in the
broadest sense of the word), and which was sung by many
over a reasonably long period of time, should be called a
folksong (p. 104).

While ‘Time’ and the Modern Folksong set are too recent to fit this last criteria,
they do reflect the first. And in his ‘attempt to establish the conditions and
reasons for pop’s political role’ (p. 50), Street’s (2006) essay comments on ‘how
particular times and experiences become incorporated into the music’ (p. 53) –
not folk music as such, but very much music reflecting, in this case, the politics
of its time.

This is relevant for Modern Folksong text topics, their year of publication, and
also the recording conditions of ‘Time’. Rehearsals took place via Zoom,
possible with one voice, the recording made in Nebraska by Cameron
Shoemaker and edited in Sydney by Noel Burgess. Singers for the other three
songs of Modern Folksong will be recorded in different parts of the world –
that’s the beauty and flexibility of the solo voice. The song texts don’t offer
comfort as such to those living through the pandemic but illustrate one way the
performing arts can survive and inspire our creativity to create music for these



times.  They also leave behind a set of musical stories of the 2020 COVID-19
experience of four people – modern folksongs. 
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